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• Tournament has lots of agents
  – Submission deadline: 11:59pm on Tues.

• Late reading responses accepted until night before exam (5/12)

• Thursday: tournament recap/awards, course recap, exam details, . . .
  – Open notes - handwritten
  – No books, no printouts
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• Kim’s and my surveys

• Positive and negative feedback useful

• Invitation to send more feedback by email
  – If/when I teach the course again, how should it change?

• Most important: course rating, instructor rating, written comments
Should we be concerned at all with the issues in these readings?
Question

• Should we be concerned at all with the issues in these readings?

• (Given that it’s so hard to get Pacman to do the right...)
Question

• Would you have rather been born 100 years earlier or 100 years later?